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Flood Resilience in Riverine 
Communities

Understanding Risk and Facilitating Values-
informed Decision Making

Wednesday, October 7, 2020
Lara Fowler, Penn State 

(lbf10@psu.edu)

POWR/PEC Western PA Region
Virtual Watershed Workshop I

Role of Penn State as a land grant university is 
to help meet the Commonwealth’s needs. 

Managing flooding = critical need.

● Timely access to relevant science

● Ways to facilitate dialogue about trade-offs and value choices

● Resources for bridging research and implementation

https://www.pennlive.com/news/2018/07/central_pa_flooding_reaches_hi.html
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What is the Penn State Initiative for 
Resilient Communities (PSIRC)? 

● University strategic funded initiative

● Two year pilot; official start in January 2019 (now extended)

● Focus on riverine flood resilience and community development

● Goal is to help provide impact in broader region: PA & beyond

PSIRC Partner Skip Wieder interacting with students.
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Selinsgrove, PA - A PSIRC Pilot Community

Isle of Que, Selinsgrove, 2011: 
https://images.app.goo.gl/T9Jfo9boVa3WGim89

● Community quality of life

● Historic & cultural resources

● Economic revitalization

● Human health & wellbeing

● Sustainability

Impacts from Susquehanna River flooding, Penns 
Creek, and localized tributary and stormwater
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Actions
What actions can be taken, 

now and in the future?

Values
What do you value that is

at risk?

Knowledge
What knowledge is needed 

to make decisions?

Challenges
What problems, now and in 

the future, are facing your 

community and surrounding 

region?

Flood Resilient Communities 

Shared Discovery  & Collective Action

Decision Support Process Helped Louisiana 
Develop Master Plan for a Sustainable Coast

Assess impacts of 
alternative 
responses

Stakeholders 
deliberate over 

tradeoffs

Interactive

visualizations

Revised 

instructions

• RAND helped the state develop a 

comprehensive coastal master plan

Compares 

consequences  

of alternative 

combinations 

of 100’s of 

responses

Integrates 

scientific 

information 

from multiple 

sources to 

estimate risk 

to different 

communities 

and industries

1. Start with values and priorities of 

stakeholders

2. Develop scientific analyses of tradeoffs 

and policies and whether they meet goals

3. Identify policies and decisions that are 

robust in meeting the goals in the face of 

deep uncertainties
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Improving Decisions Through the Use of

Values-informed Mental Models (ViMM)

Getting the Science Right
and

Getting the Right Science

Simplified mental model for flood risk management in New Orleans.
Keller, K., Helgeson, C., & Srikrishnan, V. (2020). Climate Risk Management. Annual Review of Earth and Planetary Sciences,

49, accepted. Retrieved from https://personal.ems.psu.edu/~kzk10/Keller_et_al_Climate Risk 

Management_Preprint_2020docx.pdf

Understanding needs to address uncertainty and risk
through place-based engagement and research: 
Selinsgrove as a pilot community
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Actions
What actions can be taken, 

now and in the future?

Values
What do you value that is

at risk?

Knowledge
What knowledge is needed 

to make decisions?

Challenges
What problems, now and in 

the future, are facing your 

community and surrounding 

region?

Flood Resilient Communities 

Shared Discovery  & Collective Action

Challenges
What problems, now and in the future, are facing 

your community and surrounding region?

Lack of available funding
● dwindling local tax base (local economic self-sufficiency, blight & abandonment)

● perception of less available funding from State and Federal sources

Difficulty aligning funds with needs
● sources may not match local challenges

● difficult to combine multiple funding sources in sensible ways

● local communities may not have expertise, experience, or bandwidth to identify 

and take advantage of funding opportunities

Uncertainty
● changing policy and regulatory environment (FIRMs, NFIP, water quality 

demands, etc.)

● increased flood risk and flooding in unexpected locations (including stormwater)

Coordination
● coordination across municipal boundaries (flooding can’t be addressed without 

working with upstream communities)

● political inertia / local resistance to change, “sunny day” attitude,             

institutional lock-in
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Values
What do you value that is at risk?

Sense of Place
● Community (town and university)

● Downtown (historic places)

● Aesthetic (historic charm, natural/environmental beauty)

Individual Wellbeing
● Health (current and future generations)

● Preservation of Life

● Flood Resilience

Economic Issues
● Strong Tax Base

● Thriving Downtown

● Property Values

● Flood Resilience

Environmental Health and Services
● Drinking Water Quality

● Greenways

● River / Ecosystem Health (esp. fish)

● Recreation

Knowledge
What knowledge is needed to make decisions?

How will floodplains change in the future and what are the uncertainties?
● floodplain maps (FIRMs)

● extreme precipitation

● hazard and exposure

Risks and Trade-Offs
● What are the dominant risks and associated trade-offs?

● How can these be most effectively communicated?

What are available best management practices and how well do they work?

What are regulatory constraints?

What funding resources are available?
● improving understanding

● communication

● Implementation

How does the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) work?
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Actions
What actions can be taken, now and in the future?

Research
• Understanding needs and concerns of community members

• What does climate change mean in the context of PA; understanding related 

uncertainty

• Understanding the gaps and barriers to resilience efforts

Education and Engagement / Communication
• Educating the public and decision makers

• Understanding needs and concerns of community members

• Communication of knowledge between groups (i.e. scientists, planners, 

community members)

Planning
• Understanding potential results of possible planning decisions

• Working across scales and jurisdictions  

• Prioritizing infrastructure investment under climate change uncertainty; coming up 

with sound and relevant “measuring sticks”

Investment
• Taking action on river conservation, particularly smaller scale tributaries

• Establishing a coordinated portfolio of projects and initiatives

Knowledge Qs→ inform research Qs
What knowledge is needed to make decisions?
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Spatial Distribution of Amount Paid on Building Claims in PA, based on recently released FEMA 

dataset (2.4 million claims; 39 variables), online: https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/180374

Nat’l Flood Ins. Program (NFIP) impact in PA?

NFIP payouts by claims/amount paid out

Number of the claims and amount paid on building claims over time.

● 73,000 claims from 1975 to 2019 

● Major claims/amount paid out? 1996, 2004, 2011

● Total amount paid out from NFIP $953 million (8th in country for claims 

paid after LA, TX, NJ, NY, FL, MS, NC)

● Non-trivial amount of payouts for properties outside of FEMA designated 

flood hazard zones

● PA has one of the lowest ratios of NFIP premiums paid vs. payouts 

received
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Changes in FEMA flood hazard zones?

Sharma, S., K. Keller, R. Nicholas, and A. Mejia, 2020: Regional flood risk projections in a changing 
climate, In preparation for projected submission to the Journal of Hydrometeorology. 20

Growth in future flood hazards?
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Does elevating my house pass a cost-benefit test?

“FEMA requires a BCA to validate cost-effectiveness of proposed 
hazard mitigation projects prior to funding” (FEMA 2019).

22

Buyer Beware

● Recent review rated states 
based on real estate 
disclosure laws

● Pennsylvania received a C-
grade

● 21 states have no flood-
related disclosure laws; 29 
have a wide variety

● Recommendations for good 
disclosure? 

Joel Scata, Home Buyers Face Stacked Deck to Learn of 
Past Floods, Expert Blog (Aug. 16, 2018),
https://www.nrdc.org/experts/joel-scata/home-buyers-face-
stacked-decks-learn-past-floods.

How States Stack Up On Flood Disclosure, Climate 
Resilience, https://www.nrdc.org/flood-disclosure-map.

What information must be shared? What information must be shared? 
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Process
Shared Discovery  & Collective Action 

Flood Resilient Communities

Next steps: sharing initial findings, reaching out to 
stakeholders for more in depth discussion

● Further interviews
● Focus groups
● Use of expert model to prompt discussion
● Larger group sessions

● Impact of COVID-19 on outreach
● New/creative ways of engaging needed
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Beyond Selinsgrove: A Broader Challenge

● Flooding = big impact to riverine communities

● Limited funding, big financial impacts

● Increase variability: floods (and drought)

● Challenging trade offs to ensure community 

resilience, well-being

Flood Prevention
Stormwater 

Management 
Practices

Reduce water 
Pollution

Ensure resilient 
communities

Increase economic 
vitality 

Improve 
quality of life

Thank you!  Questions?
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